Ontologies are usually utilized for representing knowledge. Here, we extend this use and demonstrate that ontologies also can be used for describing and controlling semantic WebContent-Management-Systems (WCMS). We call the resulting application SOCCOMAS: a self-describing and content-independent application for semantic ontology-controlled WebContent-Management-Systems (http://escience.biowikifarm.net/wiki/SOCCOMAS). SOCCOMAS manages the contents of its WCMS through a corresponding knowledge base that is stored in a tuple store. It makes its contents accessible via a flexible and interactive graphical user interface (GUI), utilizing the JavaScript framework AngularJS. Central to SOCCOMAS is a set of application ontologies and a Java middleware, both of which have been developed by us. The ontologies contain the descriptions that control the behavior of the WCMS and the Java middleware interprets these descriptions as an operation-language with commands, attributes and variables. This language is used for describing and therewith defining the function and design of the GUI of the WCMS, including all its user interactions, the underlying data schemes and representations, and all workflow processes of the WCMS. The core application implements a set of default features, such as versioning, provenance and access rights management. These features ‡ ‡ § § § § ‡
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